Abstract
TCP Acceleration as a Service (TAS) is a DPDK based userspace TCP stack implementation particularly designed to optimize RPCs in the datacenter. In comparison to Linux and other kernel bypass TCP implementations, TAS is shown to achieve significantly higher throughput and lower latency. In this report, we perform experiments to stress test TAS with very large number of connections to identify the bottlenecks. On analysis, we find that the overhead of Queue Manager – Fair Queuing (FP) based flow scheduler in TAS increases with the number of connections. In place of it, we propose the use of Carousel – a scalable traffic pacing algorithm to replace the existing flow scheduler to improve connection scalability of TAS. Our experiments show that Carousel conforms to rate limits, achieves ~1.2x times higher throughput and decreases CPU utilization of enqueue operation by 50% in comparison with FQ pacing for connections greater than 16K. In addition, we analyze the performance of short-lived connections for RPC workloads. TAS incurs overheads on connection setup and teardown due to the fast path and slow path split design. We present solutions to alleviate this problem and evaluate them against the existing approach.

1. Background

TAS fast path is heavily optimized to handle high throughput TCP traffic. Excellent performance is observed even for 1000s of connections. TAS maintains limited state per flow in memory (~128 bytes per flow) and the flows are hashed into a table. Minimal flow state implies that a large number of flow states can be stored in cache. On packet arrival, the corresponding flow state is efficiently looked up from the hash table in constant time $O(1)$.

In addition, the packet scheduler in TAS is implemented using the FQ (Fair Queuing) pacing technique. Flows are kept sorted based on the time of the next transmission – computed using the congestion control rate, buffer occupancy and past average throughput. The sorted list is implemented as a skip list – a randomized data structure that closely approximates the on average performance of a balanced binary tree. While skip list performs very well in practice, it is the only component in fast path for which the overhead grows as $O(\log N)$ as the number of connections $N$ as becomes very large. Queue manager constitutes a major portion of the total CPU cycles spent by the fast path thread. As seen in Figure 1, fast path spends ~18% of the total CPU cycles. Moreover, randomized nature of skip list introduces random jumps in the access patterns and makes it harder to prefetch elements into the cache. Results in Table 1 confirm this theoretical argument — the average number of cycles spent by the fast path thread in performing a single enqueue operation in a skip list data structure increases with the increase in number of flows. This presents us with an opportunity for improvement.

Pacing is a crucial requirement in network stacks as it helps to limit flows to transmit within a target rate set by the congestion control algorithm in the stack. Exceeding the target rate can cause packet drops and also affects fairness. Pacing also helps maintain a check on the burstiness of flows which is also a likely cause for packet drops due to shallow switch buffers. To pace packets for a flow while achieving a specified target rate, networks stacks transmit packets at uniform intervals. In essence, inter-packet time gaps (computed based on the target rate) are inserted between consecutive packets that are to be sent.

To achieve pacing, one requires to maintain a data structure which maintains an ordering of flows based on time stamps and exposes two abstract methods: `enqueue(flow, time_stamp)` and `dequeue()`.

Timestamps are needed to estimate when next a flow is allowed to transmit based on its target rate. An ordering is needed to determine which flow is the next eligible candidate permitted to transmit.

TAS uses a skip-list data structure for maintaining an ordering (a total ordering in this case). It does so by assigning timestamps to flows (let’s call it `next_ts`, represents when the data from a flow needs to be transmitted next) as soon as packets are transmitted from that flow. `next_ts` is computed based on the rate set for the flow by the congestion control algorithm in the slow path, the maximum segment size of the flow and the time of last transmission. A skip-list allows to perform `dequeue` operations in $O(1)$ time, and `enqueue` in $O(\log \text{num entities})$ time.

To pace packets appropriately, the fast path thread periodically polls the skip list for flows which require data transmission (i.e., if `next_ts < curr_ts`, where `curr_ts` is the current timestamp in the fast path thread). Polling for flows involves removing the flow from the head of the skip list (an inexpensive `dequeue` operation), followed by enqueueing the flow back in the skip list (in case more data is
available in the application’s TX buffer, which is the common case).

Enqueuing the flow back in the skip list is an expensive operation as it involves traversing the skip list for insertion. In case the application TX buffer for the flow is empty, it is not enqueued back into the skip list, but next_ts is still updated. The flow is later enqueued in the skip list by the fast path thread when the application issues a TX bump.

The hypothesis that enqueue in TAS’s skip-list becomes slower with increasing number of connections was confirmed by the following experiment (Table 1) - An echoserver benchmark with server running on 20 cores served by TAS limited to run on a single core. The client was run with 64 cores with the number of connections per core ranging from 64 to 1536. A message size of 64 bytes was used and each echo benchmark was run for 120 seconds. For each run, all connections were opened before transmission of the first packet from the client. The DCTCP congestion control algorithm was enforced. Also, the client was configured to place at most 500 messages in the pipeline (i.e., not echoed back by the server).

2. Solution & Implementation

To solve this problem, we can relax the condition of maintaining a total order of the flows on the next-ts field without compromising the pacing. “Carousel: Scalable Traffic Shaping at End Hosts” (A. Saeed et al, SIGCOMM’17) proposes the use of a timewheel to pace packets in the network stack by maintaining partial ordering of the flows. Our solution adopts the same technique to replace the skip list by a timewheel, which supports constant overhead enqueue operation irrespective of the number of flows managed by the queue manager. The dequeue operation will remain an amortized O(1) time complexity operation. The tradeoff is between accuracy of rate conformance (depends on the level of ordering) and performance of the enqueue operation. Coarser ordering will allow for cheaper enqueue operations but hurt rate conformance. A point to note here is - for a busy polling system such as TAS, there is a maximum bound on the level of ordering that can be maintained. Since the fast path thread performs various tasks between two successive batches of dequeue operations (say the turn-around time to return to dequeueing tasks is t seconds), there is no point in maintaining ordering between the flows which have their next-ts fields within t seconds apart, as they will all be dequeued at the same time anyway. We exploit this maximum bound on ordering to make the enqueue operation less expensive while not hurting rate conformance when compared to a total ordering.

![Figure 2: An overview of TAS with Carousel depicting how flows are enqueued and dequeued in and out of the timewheel.](image-url)
The implementation of Carousel presented in [2] enqueues references to packets in the timewheel. Our implementation differs from this in two aspects –

1. Flows ids are enqueued in the timewheel instead of packet references. This is possible as shaping is done before packets are sent to the driver as compared to the implementation in [2], where the timewheel paces in the NIC (outside of the protocol stack). The fast path has access to the transmission buffers for all flows and doesn’t need packet references.

2. The carousel implementation in [2] uses linux TCP network stack which has TSQ that maintains two packets outstanding between the stack and the NIC (and hence in the timewheel). Since TAS manages both the network stack and the pacing, this is not required.

Pacing using a timewheel consists of three steps for each flow –

2. Enqueuing the flow in the timewheel
3. Dequeuing the flow from buckets in the timewheel which have flows with timestamps earlier than the current time stamp. Note that a flow is enqueued back into the timewheel immediately after a dequeue in case it has more data available to be transmitted.

The timewheel is implemented in TAS as a circular array of buckets, each of which represents a particular timestamp and can hold any number of flows. Buckets have a certain granularity associated with them, i.e., a bucket with timestamp \( t \) in a timewheel of granularity \( g \) will hold flows that are in the range \( t \rightarrow t + g \). The maximum next_ts that a timewheel can support is \( g \times \text{number of buckets} \). This corresponds to the minimum rate which the timewheel can conform to.

### 3. Evaluation - Connection scalability

**Testbed cluster:** Our evaluation cluster contains a 72-core (144 hyper threads) Intel Xeon Gold 6154 system at 3 GHz with 187 GB RAM, 27 MB aggregate cache, and an Intel Corporation 82599ES 10 Gb Ethernet adapter. We use this system as the server and the client. We run Debian 10 with DCTCP congestion control on all machines. We use a Netberg Aurora 720 100G Ethernet switch.

**Baseline:** We compare the performance of timewheel based pacing to the skip-list based FQ pacing. The experiment is performed on the pipelined RPC echo benchmark on a 20-core server. A granularity of 1 µs and a timewheel length of 5 * 10^5 µs was used for the experiments. This was chosen as the fast path thread turnaround time between two batches of dequeues was about 1 µs. A message size of 64Kb was used for performing the tests.

Figure 3 shows the average throughput achieved by both variants and it can be inferred that pacing using a timewheel performs better. The number of drops and retransmissions for Carousel and FQ pacing are comparable which ensures that Carousel is as rate conformant as FQ pacing.

We observe a 10% increase in throughput for 90k connections and 20% increase in throughput for 32k connections with carousel compared to FQ pacing. Table 1 shows the average cycles spent by the fast path thread to perform one enqueue operation. The average cycles per enqueue at lower number of total connections show that the fixed cost of enqueueing in a timewheel is lower as compared to a skip-list (this can be attributed to the simplicity of the enqueue operation in the timewheel). We can also infer that with increasing number of flows, the cost of enqueue in a timewheel stays fairly constant, while it increases more than 3-fold in a skip-list.

Below 16k connections we see that TAS with timewheel performs poorly as compared to FQ pacing. A possible explanation is - for less number of connections, buckets in the timewheel are sparsely occupied and thus we have to pay the cost of checking each bucket before we get to the bucket with appropriate flows for transmission.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Connections</th>
<th>Carousel</th>
<th>FQ pacing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1024</td>
<td>69.70</td>
<td>120.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2048</td>
<td>70.13</td>
<td>125.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4096</td>
<td>70.89</td>
<td>131.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8192</td>
<td>73.57</td>
<td>142.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16384</td>
<td>77.15</td>
<td>160.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32768</td>
<td>80.79</td>
<td>169.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49152</td>
<td>84.47</td>
<td>218.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65536</td>
<td>92.02</td>
<td>359.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83200</td>
<td>93.48</td>
<td>397.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98304</td>
<td>99.85</td>
<td>395.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4. Analysis of short-lived RPC workloads

Apart from improving the queue manager in TAS for large number of flows, another scenario is to handle short-lived connections. TAS is optimized for handling common case TCP operations and not for rarely occurring tasks and exceptions. These are handled by the slow path to avoid instruction cache pollution and high amount of branching in the fast path thread. For the case of short-lived connections, connection setup and tear-down (high overhead

Table 1 Average number of cycles spent in enqueuing a flow for varying number of flows handled by the queue manager.
below that limit, performance of TAS is lower than Linux and we analyze this workload to identify the bottlenecks and propose solutions.

**Number of hops (*) analysis accepting a connection** – For a server running on TAS, all SYN packets (new connection requests) are forwarded by the fast path to be handled by the slow path (1st hop). The slow path adds these to the backlog queue it maintains for each application. It then issues a notification (EPOLLIN) to the application on its listen file descriptor (2nd hop). Following that, the application issues an accept() call - creates a file descriptor and adds a message in the app to slow path shared memory space (3rd hop) and return immediately (assume non-blocking accept). The slow path on receiving the accept performs initialization tasks for congestion control, structures in the fast path, shared memory space between fast path and application, and registration of connection in the application data structures in the slow path. Post this, the slow path asynchronously performs two operations – sending the SYN_ACK and notifying the client of the completed accept by issuing an EPOLLIN on the listening file descriptor (4th hop*). The client, on receiving this, again calls an accept() to find an already created connection (it doesn’t create a file descriptor this time).

Figure 4: Connection setup workflow in TAS

Figure 4 depicts the process till the first accept is issued by the application (3 hops – fast to slow, slow to app, and app to slow). The 4th hop depends on whether the accept is blocking or not. A possible optimization to reduce the overall waiting overhead is discussed below.

We identified four bottlenecks in the connection setup/tear-down –

1. **Connection lookup using hash table**: The slow path thread maintains a linked list of connection holding data structures for each application. On receiving a request to close a connection, the slow path thread performs an expensive linear search through the linked list to find the connection to be closed. We added a per application hash table data structure to lookup connections based on the 4 tuple (src ip, src port, rmt ip, rmt port) which helped in avoiding this cost.

2. **Removal of connection from list**: Open connections are maintained in a per application context singly linked list. On connection close, it has to be removed. This requires traversing through the entire linked list. We modified the linked list to a doubly linked list to convert the O(n) time overhead connection removal operation into a constant overhead one.

3. **Removal of connection from list in Congestion Control**: This is similar to the optimization in 2, on the linked list of connection structures that store congestion control information.

4. Each accept requires at least three hops to result in a successful connection. Each hop is dependent on the previous as depicted in Figure 4 and hence they can only occur one after the other. However, the first and the second hop can be decoupled – the fast path can simultaneously notify both the application and the slow path about a possible new connection request. The first hop stays the same where the fast path notifies the slow path of the SYN request. The fast path can also notify the corresponding application based on the port map (this will result in the EPOLLIN on the listen socket). This will reduce the fixed total time required to accept a new connection (Figure 5). Since connection setup forms a majority part of the benchmark for short-lived connections, creating connections faster will result in less overall time spent in connection creation during the run and hence more connections will be opened and closed in a single run. This also implies an increase in throughput, given the constant number of messages sent per connection created. Also, as multiple fast path cores handle connection requests, moving the task of notifying the application to the fast path helps in parallelizing the notification task and not restricting it to a single slow path core.

Figure 5: Modified connection setup workflow to reduce the number of hops required to notify the application of new incoming connections.

5. **Evaluation – Short lived connections**

**Testbed cluster**: Our evaluation cluster contains a 4-core (4 hyper threads) Intel Xeon CPU E3-1220 v5 system at 3 GHz with 7.8 GB RAM, 8.3 MB aggregate cache, and an Intel Corporation 82599ES 10 GB Ethernet adapter. We use this system as the server and the client. We run Debian 10 with DCTCP congestion control on all machines. We use a Netberg Aurora 720 100G Ethernet switch.
With optimization | Opt1 | Opt2 | Opt3
--- | --- | --- | ---
427 | 127 | 77

Without optimization | Opt1 | Opt2 | Opt3
--- | --- | --- | ---
6968 | 3500 | 2714

The cycles reduced by each optimization per connection remove are shown in Table 2. It was expected that the fourth optimization (which would reduce the turnaround time for an accept from 3 to 2 hops) results in a throughput improvement, but we found that the throughput remained the same.

6. Conclusion

We present a version of TAS with Carousel for improving the connection scalability of vanilla TAS. We show that the proposed version of TAS with carousel performs better (~1.2x) compared to the existing TAS implementation for connections greater than 16k. We also provide few performance optimizations for improving the performance for short-lived connections and evaluate their effect for short lived RPC workloads.

7. Future Work

1. Further analysis of the fourth optimization for short lived connections.
2. Pre-warm connections in the slow path to improve performance for short-lived connections, inspired from [3]
3. Circular FFS-based Queues and approximate queuing presented by [4] should be experimented with TAS.
4. Analyzing the performance of timewheel in TAS in conjunction with TIMELY congestion control.

8. Code

Carousel implementation -
https://github.com/pkj415/tas/tree/carousel-testing-piyush-without-debt

Short lived optimizations -
https://github.com/pkj415/tas/tree/short-lived-optimizations
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